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Book Review:
Deep Work

Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World. 
 By Cal Newport

“The Deep Work Hypothesis: The ability to perform deep work is becoming increasingly rare at exactly the same 
time it is becoming increasingly valuable in our economy. As a consequence, the few who cultivate this skill, and 
then make it the core of their working life, will thrive. The book has two goals, pursued in two parts. The first, 
tackled in Part 1, is to convince you that the deep work hypothesis is true. The second, tackled in Part 2, is to 
teach you how to take advantage of this reality by training your brain and transforming your work habits to place 
deep work at the core of your professional life...

Lesson: Make FOCUS your focus
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time it is becoming increasingly valuable in our economy. As a consequence, the few who cultivate this skill, and 
then make it the core of their working life, will thrive. The book has two goals, pursued in two parts. The first, 
tackled in Part 1, is to convince you that the deep work hypothesis is true. The second, tackled in Part 2, is to 
teach you how to take advantage of this reality by training your brain and transforming your work habits to place 
deep work at the core of your professional life...

... Deep work is so important that we might consider it, to use the phrasing of business writer Eric Barker, ‘the 
superpower of the 21st century.’  Deep Work: Professional activities performed in a state of distraction-free 
concentration that push your cognitive capabilities to their limit. These efforts create new value, improve your 
skill, and are hard to replicate. Deep work is necessary to wring every last drop of value out of your current 
intellectual capacity. We now know from decades of research in both psychology and neuroscience that the state 
of mental strain that accompanies deep work is also necessary to improve your abilities.”    (Tesla's SOURCE)

Lesson: Make FOCUS your focus
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My one sentence summary:
How being laser focused will improve the quality of your thinking, achievements and life 
Cal Newport CS professor at Georgetown, also wrote book "So Good They Can't Ignore You"
BigReia.com - The world's clearest instructions to create $30,000/month in passive income.
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“Shallow Work: Non-cognitively demanding, logistical-style tasks, often performed while distracted. These efforts tend to 
not create much new value in the world and are easy to replicate. In an age of network tools, in other words, knowledge 
workers increasingly replace deep work with the shallow alternative—constantly sending and receiving e-mail messages 
like human network routers, with frequent breaks for quick hits of distraction...  (The LC takes breaks in between resting)

... Two Core Abilities for Thriving in the New Economy 1. The ability to quickly master hard things. 2. The ability to produce 
at an elite level, in terms of both quality and speed....  (Money LOVES speed, be fast and good... GREAT)

.. To understand the role of myelin in improvement, keep in mind that skills, be they intellectual or physical, eventually 
reduce down to brain circuits. This new science of performance argues that you get better at a skill as you develop more 
myelin around the relevant neurons, allowing the corresponding circuit to fire more effortlessly and effectively. To be great 
at something is to be well myelinated. This understanding is important because it provides a neurological foundation for 
why deliberate practice works. By focusing intensely on a specific skill, you’re forcing the specific relevant circuit to fire, 
again and again, in isolation. This repetitive use of a specific circuit triggers cells called oligodendrocytes to begin 
wrapping layers of myelin around the neurons in the circuits—effectively cementing the skill. The reason, therefore, why it’s 
important to focus intensely on the task at hand while avoiding distraction is because this is the only way to isolate the 
relevant neural circuit enough to trigger useful myelination.” (TC, Dendrites - Fires/Wires Together..., Neuroplasticity) 

Lesson: LCs are shallow and don't fire dem DENDRITES.
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“To produce at your peak level you need to work for extended periods with full concentration on a single task free 
from distraction. Put another way, the type of work that optimizes performance is deep work.  An often-overlooked 
observation about those who use their minds to create valuable things is that they’re rarely haphazard in their work 
habits....  

Don’t take breaks from distraction. Instead take breaks from focus...

... The deep life, of course, is not for everybody. It requires hard work and drastic changes to your habits. For many, 
there’s a comfort in the artificial busyness of rapid e-mail messaging and social media posturing, while the deep life 
demands that you leave much of that behind. There’s also an uneasiness that surrounds any effort to produce the best 
things you’re possible of producing, as this forces you to confront the possibility that your best is not (yet) that good. 
It’s safer to comment on our culture than to step into the Rooseveltian ring and attempt to wrestle it into something 
better.”  (Steel sharpens steel, Enjoy the Accumulation, Choose Your Addiction - Dopamine)  

Lesson: Focus and don't fear your best needing improvement.
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